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October 28,2009 

Matthew Snider 
Chair 
International Lubricant Standardization and Approval Committee 

Re: ILSAC's October 21,2009 Letter and October 5, 2009 GF-5 Proposal 

Dear Mr. Snider: 

The API Lubricants Committee is currently evaluating ILSAC's October 21, 2009 letter and the 
October 5,2009 GF-5 proposal. As you are aware, Appendix C to API 1509 requires ILSAC/Oil 
to confirm that "available data on demonstration oils have been reviewed" and that "the oil shall 
have been tested in and passed the proposed limits ." To this end, Lubricants Committee 
members are now bringing forward data for industry consideration. However, before the 
committee can evaluate fully the technical viability of ILSAC's proposed test limits, the 
committee needs to review available data, including any generated in calibrated stands upon 
which ILSAC has based its Sequence VID and IIIG WPD limit requests. 

Efforts within the Lubricants Committee continue to be focused on meeting the GF-5 
development timeline, and ILSAC's prompt response to this letter will assist the Lubricants 
Committee in a timely decision on technical viability. Specifically, please provide: 

• 	 All available data on the JAMA VIO-2 oil ILSAC referred to in its October 21 letter. The 
Lubricants Committee would like to see all engine, bench, and physical and chemical test 
results on VID-2 and formulary information on the oil including base stock information. 

• 	 All engine, bench, and physical and chemical test results on the other JAMA oil. 
• 	 Data on any GF-5 prototype oils that ILSAC might be able to share. 
• 	 Any technical justification ILSAC has for its need for 4.0 WPD in the IIIG. 

The Lubricants Committee has also performed a statistical analysis of VID matrix data that is 
currently being vetted by industry statisticians. If this analysis is proven accurate, the committee 
would like to share the results with ILSAC. Since time is short, representatives from the 
committee have volunteered to meet quickly with ILSAC to explain the analysis . Please let me 
know when ILSAC can meet with this delegation. Ideally, the meeting would take place this 
week or early next week. 
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As mentioned above, the Lubricants Committee is committed to the ILSAC/Oil process and very 
committed to delivering a GF-5 category that is both achievable and delivers the true value of the 
oils' properties for every test in the category. In particular, all the companies that market engine 
oils are responsible for claims made to consumers and should be concerned that the fuel 
economy improvement stated in the new GF-5 category properly reflects the performance of GF
5 oils. It is important to have sufficient data or data-driven models that show the capabilities of 
demonstration oils. Thus the process of setting limits for the GF-5 category is not driven by 
arbitrary targets but by the ability and capability of oils to achieve proposed performance targets . 

For the stated fuel economy targets to be relevant, the oils tested should have a mean value 
(based on a large dataset) at or very near the target. Without a large dataset, modeling data can 
be used to properly estimate the oils' true performance. Therefore, the Oil-Side has requested of 
the OEMs the data that was used to substantiate their proposed limits. With this data we will be 
able to see how the OEMs arrived at the targets. Please keep in mind, however, that data 
showing a target is achievable is not the same as data showing that the target is reliably 
achievable. 

The October 21 letter stated that "ILSAC's goal when issuing new, voluntary performance 
standards is to promote the advancement of engine oil technology by seeking meaningful 
improvements over previous engine oil standards in fuel economy and fuel economy retention, 
engine oil robustness and emissions system compatibility." Such a statement of intent is not 
found in either the "Needs Statement" or the preamble to the draft GF-5 specification. Seeking 
the advancement of engine oil technology (while perhaps a worthwhile venture) has never been a 
goal of the ILSAC/Oil process, in and of itself. The goals have always been to meet the agreed
to needs statement by improving only those areas of the previous specification for which a higher 
level or new level of performance is required to protect new hardware and to remain backward 
compatible for the fleet. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 




